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Abstract
We have studied the electronic and vibrational properties of the filled Ge-based
clathrates, Na16Rb8Ge136 and Na16Cs8Ge136. We have performed calculations
using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) to density-functional
theory. Both materials are found to have metallic character, in agreement
with experimental data. The predicted phonon dispersion curves show the
low frequency, localized ‘rattling’ modes of the guest atoms. The calculated
frequencies of these guests are in good agreement with experimentally estimated
values. We have used the GGA calculated frequencies to estimate the
temperature dependent isotropic atomic displacement parameter (Uiso) of the
different guest atoms. The temperature dependences of the estimated Uiso are
also consistent with experiment. We predict that the Rb guests in Na16Rb8Ge136

have larger Uiso than Cs in Na16Cs8Ge136, in agreement with experiment. This
work shows that harmonic approximation based density-functional calculations
may be used both to predict relatively accurate vibrational frequencies of the
various guest atoms and to estimate the localized dynamic disorder created by
such atoms at finite temperatures.

1. Introduction

Thermoelectric effects can have practical applications in the fields of alternative power
generation (Seebeck effect) or as environmentally friendly refrigeration and cooling devices
in modern electronics (Peltier effect). However, their performance depends on the specific
properties of the materials that are used to build these devices.

Much of the current research on thermoelectric materials has revolved around the concept
of the ‘phonon glass-electron crystal’ (PGEC) model proposed by Slack [1]. This concept
suggests that good thermoelectric materials should have the electronic properties of a crystalline
material and the thermal properties of a glass. Group-IV clathrates have emerged as a promising
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class of materials that fits into phases the PGEC concept [2]. These are expanded volume,
cage-like phases of Si or Ge with Group-I or Group-II guest atoms encapsulated inside the
cages. Group-IV clathrates are classified into two categories: type-I and type-II. The type-I
structure is simple cubic and is made up of 20-atom cages and 24-atom cages that are arranged
periodically in a 1 to 3 ratio [3]. Type-II clathrates, on the other hand, have a face-centred cubic
(fcc) structure with 20- and 28-atom cages combined in a 2 to 1 ratio [3].

Type-II clathrates have not been as widely investigated as the type-I variety. However,
several experimental and theoretical studies have recently been reported on the type-II Si and
Ge clathrates [2, 4–9]. One unique characteristic of the type-II clathrate structure is the two
different sized cages, which may be partially or completely filled by a single type of guest atom
or by two different atom types [3, 8–11]. Depending on the nature and concentration of the
guest atoms, the electronic and vibrational properties of these materials may be altered such
that they can be potentially useful in thermoelectric devices [1, 2].

In this paper, we report a theoretical study of the electronic and vibrational properties of
the completely filled Na16Rb8Ge136 and Na16Cs8Ge136 clathrates. Our electronic band structure
calculations show that both Na16Rb8Ge136 and Na16Cs8Ge136 are metallic, in agreement with
experimental results [8, 9]. The phonon dispersion curves show low frequency, guest atom
‘rattling’ modes for each material. An accurate calculation of these rattler modes is important
because these low frequency modes may scatter the host acoustic phonons, potentially reducing
the lattice thermal conductivity. We note that the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)-
predicted guest vibrational frequencies for Na16Cs8Ge136 obtained in this study differ from
those obtained earlier within the local density approximation [12]. Our generalized GGA-
predicted guest vibrational frequencies are in good agreement with experimentally estimated
values [9]. Using our calculated frequencies, we have also estimated the temperature dependent
isotropic atomic displacement parameters (Uiso) of the guest atoms and have compared them
with experimental data [9]. The temperature dependences of the predicted values are consistent
with experiment and show that the Rb guests, even though they are smaller and lighter, have
larger Uiso than the heavier Cs guests.

2. Computational details

Our calculations are based on the GGA to density-functional theory. We use a plane-wave basis
and ultrasoft pseudopotentials [13]. The Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [14] has
been used to carry out the calculations. The exchange–correlation potential was that of Perdew
and Wang [15]. First, we optimize the geometry of each material by choosing a fixed volume
of the face-centred cubic unit cell and relaxing the internal coordinates of the atoms through a
conjugate gradient algorithm using atomic forces. This process is repeated for several different
unit cell volumes until the global minimum energy is found. Brillouin zone integrations are
performed using a 4×4×4 Monkhorst–Pack k-point grid [16], with a plane-wave cutoff energy
of 300 eV. During the geometry optimization, the different force components are converged to
within 0.0003 eV Å

−1
or less. The resulting energy versus volume curves are then fitted to the

Birch–Murnaghan equation of state (EOS) [17]. This fitting determines the minimum energy of
the optimized structure (E0), the corresponding volume (V0) and the equilibrium bulk modulus
(B). The electronic band structures and densities of states are calculated at the optimized
geometry of each material by generating a separate set of k-points along certain high symmetry
directions in the Brillouin zone.

The vibrational calculations are done using the harmonic approximation. The first step is
to obtain the force constant matrix by moving each atom in the optimized structure by a small
finite displacement, ±U0(0.02 Å). VASP allows the determination of the force constant matrix
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Table 1. Calculated bulk moduli and lattice constants for Na16Rb8Ge136 and Na16Cs8Ge136.
Experimental lattice constants are also shown [8, 18].

Lattice constant (Å)
Bulk modulus (GPa),

Clathrate theory Theory Expt

Na16Rb8Ge136 49.4 15.35 15.48
Na16Cs8Ge136 48.0 15.44 15.48

Table 2. Calculated and experimental [8, 18] nearest neighbour distances in Na16Rb8Ge136 and
Na16Cs8Ge136.

Ge–Ge (Å) Na–Ge (Å) Cs–Ge (Å) Rb–Ge (Å)

Clathrate Theory Expt Theory Expt Theory Expt Theory Expt

Na16Rb8Ge136 2.47–2.49 2.4911–
2.510

3.32–3.51 3.3528–
3.5444

4.10–4.18 4.1331–
4.2192

Na16Cs8Ge136 2.48–2.50 2.4859–
2.5033

3.34–3.53 3.3516–
3.5395

4.12–4.20 4.1356–
4.2173

by calculating the Hessian matrix (the matrix obtained from the second derivatives of energy
with respect to the atomic positions). We have used a 2 × 2 × 2 k-point grid to calculate the
�-point phonon modes. We have repeated the Na16Rb8Ge136 calculations with a 4 × 4 × 4 grid
and the same cutoff energy. This did not produce any appreciable difference in the frequencies.
The dynamical matrix is obtained from the Fourier transform of the force constant matrix. In
order to obtain the dynamical matrix at non-zero wavevector, following previous work [6, 7],
we have introduced an approximation which assumes that the force constant matrix elements
vanish for atoms that are separated by a distance that is greater than the third nearest neighbour.
Details of this method may be found in [6, 7]. Diagonalization of the dynamical matrix yields
the eigenfrequencies and the eigenvectors.

3. Results and discussion

Table 1 shows the predicted lattice constants and bulk moduli of Na16Rb8Ge136 and
Na16Cs8Ge136. Experimental lattice constants of Na16Rb8Ge136 and Na16Cs8Ge136 are also
shown [8, 18]. The predicted lattice constants for the filled clathrates are slightly larger than
the LDA calculated lattice constant of 15.13 Å for Ge136 [7]2. This implies that the completely
filled clathrate structures expand due to the inclusion of the guest atoms. Recently, guest-free
Ge136 has been synthesized with a reported lattice constant of 15.21 Å [19]. The bulk moduli of
the filled materials are, however, lower than the predicted bulk modulus of Ge136 (61.9 GPa) [7]
(see footnote 2). Therefore, the filled Ge clathrates are predicted to be softer than pristine Ge136.

Table 2 shows the calculated and experimental nearest neighbour distances in the two filled
clathrates [8, 18]. The small discrepancy between the calculated and experimental Rb–Ge and
Na–Ge distances in Na16Rb8Ge136 is consistent with the underestimation of our theoretical
lattice constant (15.35 Å) compared to the experimental one (15.48 Å).

Results of the electronic band structure calculations reveal a rigid band character for both
Na16Rb8Ge136 and Na16Cs8Ge136. Their band structures are similar to those of the guest-
free Ge136 [7] (see footnote 2). Unlike Ge136, however, the filled clathrates have their Fermi
level (Ef) inside the conduction band and are thus predicted to have metallic character. This

2 Our calculations of the structural, electronic and vibrational properties of guest-free Ge136 produced similar results
to those reported in [7].
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Figure 1. Electronic density of states of Ge136, Na16Rb8Ge136 and Na16Cs8Ge136 in the valence
band and the lower portion of the conduction band. The top of the valence band is taken as the zero
of energy. The Fermi levels of the filled clathrates are shown by a vertical line.

metallic behaviour agrees qualitatively with the resistivity measurements of Na16Rb8Ge136 and
Na16Cs8Ge136 [8, 9].

Figure 1 shows the calculated electronic density of states (DOS) of Ge136, Na16Rb8Ge136

and Na16Cs8Ge136. We find that Ge136 is semiconducting with a band gap of about 0.75 eV, in
agreement with previous calculations [7]. In the filled clathrates, the Fermi level lies inside the
conduction band, as shown by a vertical line in figure 1. The guest atoms in Na16Rb8Ge136 and
Na16Cs8Ge136 act as electron donors. Since all framework Ge atoms are covalently bonded, the
donated electrons occupy the conduction levels, giving these materials a metallic character.

To emphasize the role of the different guest atoms, we have calculated the s- and p-orbital
projected densities of states of Na, Rb and Cs in Na16Rb8Ge136 and Na16Cs8Ge136. Figures 2
and 3 show the projected state densities for Na and Rb in Na16Rb8Ge136 and Na and Cs in
Na16Cs8Ge136, respectively. Both figures show the s-orbital character of the states at the bottom
of the conduction band, near the Fermi level of each filled clathrate. These s-states come from
the delocalized s-electrons of the different guest atoms.

The predicted phonon dispersion curves and vibrational densities of states (VDos) of
Na16Rb8Ge136 and Na16Cs8Ge136 are shown in figure 4. In guest-free Ge136, the acoustic
modes extend up to about 60 cm−1 and the optic modes are in the range 60–285 cm−1 [7]
(see footnote 2). The notable feature in the dispersion curves of each of the filled clathrates is
the compression of the bandwidth of the heat carrying acoustic phonons from about 60 cm−1 in
Ge136 [7] (see footnote 2) to below 40 cm−1 in Na16Rb8Ge136 and Na16Cs8Ge136. This is due to
the very flat localized modes from the Rb and Cs guests. Due to an avoided crossing effect, the
acoustic branches of the host framework are bent below the localized rattler modes. This could
lead to resonant scattering of the highly dispersive host acoustic phonons, potentially reducing
the lattice thermal conductivity. In both filled clathrates, the optic bands are approximately
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Figure 2. s- (solid curve) and p-orbital (dashed curve) projected density of states for (a) Na and
(b) Rb in the lower portion of the conduction band near the Fermi level of the Na16Rb8Ge136

clathrate.

Figure 3. s- (solid curve) and p-orbital (dashed curve) projected density of states for (a) Na and
(b) Cs in the lower portion of the conduction band near the Fermi level of the Na16Cs8Ge136

clathrate.
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separated into three regions. For example in Na16Cs8Ge136, there is a low frequency, high
density of states region from about 40 cm−1 to about 80 cm−1, a medium frequency region
extending from about 100 cm−1 to about 230 cm−1 and a narrow, high frequency region from
about 230 cm−1 to about 250 cm−1.

The phonon dispersion curves in figure 4 show that the high frequency modes in
Na16Rb8Ge136 and Na16Cs8Ge136 are down-shifted compared to those in Ge136 [7]. In Ge136,
the highest frequency extends up to about 285 cm−1 [7], whereas in the filled clathrates they
are down-shifted to almost 250 cm−1. These high frequency optical branches are due to the
bond-stretching modes. In the rigid band picture, the donated electrons from the various guest
atoms in Na16Rb8Ge136 and Na16Cs8Ge136 primarily occupy the Ge framework antibonding
states. These electrons reduce the Ge–Ge bond order and, therefore, diminish the stretching
force of the Ge–Ge bonds [20]. As a result, those bond-stretching modes shift towards lower
frequencies, as is seen from our calculations.

One significant difference between the present GGA-based study and an earlier LDA-based
study [12] on Na16Cs8Ge136 is the predicted vibrational frequencies of the Na and Cs guests.
Based on our GGA calculations, we predict that the Na and Cs modes in Na16Cs8Ge136 are
in the ranges 108–114 and 40–42 cm−1, respectively. These are in good agreement with the
estimated experimental values of 117 cm−1 for Na and 41.8 cm−1 for Cs in Na16Cs8Ge136 [9].
The previous local density approximation (LDA) calculations of [12] predicted much lower
frequencies for Na (89–94 cm−1) and Cs (21–23 cm−1) in Na16Cs8Ge136.

The vibrations of the loosely bound guest atoms inside the oversized clathrate cages may be
approximately treated as independent Einstein oscillators. At temperatures where h̄ω < 2kBT ,
we can estimate the isotropic atomic displacement parameters of the different guest atoms using
the classical expression Uiso ≈ kBT/K , where K is the effective force constant of the oscillator
and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The calculated values of Uiso can then be used to characterize
the localized disorder created by the different guest atoms.

We have estimated the values of K from our calculated frequencies, using the simple
relation ω = √

K/M . The calculated force constants for Na and Rb in Na16Rb8Ge136 are 1.1
and 0.55 eV Å

−2
, respectively. Similarly, in Na16Cs8Ge136 the estimated values for Na and Cs

are 0.98 and 0.78 eV Å
−2

, respectively. Using these K values, we show in figures 5 and 6
our estimated temperature dependent Uiso (discrete symbols) of the different guest atoms in
Na16Rb8Ge136 and Na16Cs8Ge136. The experimental Uiso of the guests shown in figures 5 and 6
were obtained from [9]. The solid curves in both figures correspond to the Uiso calculated in
the quantized harmonic oscillator model3. It is evident from figures 5 and 6 that the Uiso of
the Rb guests in Na16Rb8Ge136 are larger than those of Cs in Na16Cs8Ge136. This is due to the
larger K values for Cs than for Rb. The predicted vibrational frequency of Rb in Na16Rb8Ge136

(∼42 cm−1) is very close to that of Cs in Na16Cs8Ge136 (∼40 cm−1). However, Cs is heavier
than Rb, resulting in a larger K and therefore smaller Uiso. It is conceivable that the Cs atom,
because of its larger size, interacts more strongly with its neighbours, causing it to be more
strongly bound than Rb.

Except for Na in Na16Rb8Ge136, the estimated Uiso for the guests in both clathrates
(figures 5 and 6) are not in very good quantitative agreement with reported experimental
data [9]. The disagreement between experiment and our predicted results could be due to
anharmonic effects and static disorder. Static disorder would have the effect of shifting the
Uiso values of the different guests upward. At least in the case of the Uiso for Na and Cs
in Na16Cs8Ge136, static disorder is believed to be the more likely cause, because the slopes
of the temperature dependent lines in figure 6 are similar to those of the experiment. Our

3 In the quantized harmonic oscillator model, Uiso = 〈u2〉 = h
8π2mν

coth( hν
2kB T ) [21].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Phonon dispersion relations and vibrational density of states (VDos) of (a) Na16Rb8Ge136

and (b) Na16Cs8Ge136.

predicted values of Uiso also give the correct trend, where the smaller and lighter Rb atoms
in Na16Rb8Ge136 are predicted to have larger Uiso compared to the heavier Cs atoms in
Na16Cs8Ge136.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 5. Estimated theoretical (open symbols) and experimental [9] values (solid symbols) of
the isotropic atomic displacement parameters (Uiso) of (a) Na and (b) Rb in Na16Rb8Ge136 at
different temperatures. The solid curves are plots of Uiso based on the quantized harmonic oscillator
model [21].

The predicted Uiso of the guest atoms in the Ge clathrates are larger than those in the Si
clathrates [22], in agreement with experiment [9]. This is expected because of the slightly
smaller cage sizes in the Si clathrates. Hence, the guest atoms in the Si clathrate cages are more
strongly bound, which leads to smaller Uiso than those in the Ge-based materials.

4. Conclusions

We have used the GGA to study the electronic and vibrational properties of the Ge-based type-II
clathrates, Na16Rb8Ge136 and Na16Cs8Ge136. The electronic properties show a charge transfer
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(b)

(a)

Figure 6. Estimated theoretical (open symbols) and experimental [9] values (solid symbols) of
the isotropic atomic displacement parameters (Uiso) of (a) Na and (b) Cs in Na16Cs8Ge136 at
different temperatures. The solid curves are plots of Uiso based on the quantized harmonic oscillator
model [21].

from the guest atoms to the framework conduction band, effectively making these materials
metallic. The projected electronic densities of states of the different guest atoms show the
s-orbital character of the states near the Fermi level at the bottom of the conduction band of
each material. This is due to the delocalized s-electrons from the guest atoms. The GGA
predicted vibrational frequencies are in good agreement with estimated experimental values.
Previous work on Na16Cs8Ge136, which was based on the LDA, predicted very low Na and Cs
frequencies [12]. Such low frequencies lead to very low force constants (K ) and very high Uiso.
The present GGA results are in better agreement with experiment.
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